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On decomposing complete tripartite graphs
into 5-cycles
M. Abdolmaleki*, S. Gh. Ilchi†, E.S. Mahmoodian*, and MA. Shabani*
Abstract
The problem of finding necessary and sufficient conditions to decompose
a complete tripartite graph Kr,s,t into 5-cycles was first considered by E.S.
Mahmoodian and Maryam Mirzakhani (1995). They stated some necessary
conditions and conjectured that those conditions are also sufficient. Since
then, many cases of the problem have been solved by various authors; how-
ever, the case when the partite sets r ≤ s ≤ t have odd and distinct sizes
remained open. We show the conjecture is true when r, s and t are all multi-
ples of 5, t+ 90 ≤ 4rsr+s , and t 6= s+ 10.
1 Introduction
An m-cycle decomposition of a graph G is a partition of E(G) into m-cycles. Var-
ious results have been obtained concerning m-cycle decompositions of complete
graphs or complete multipartite graphs. The problem of decomposing complete
k-partite graphs into m-cycles when k = 2 is completely solved by Sotteau in [7].
Also in [5], it is shown that a complete k-partite graph with each part of size m
decomposes into m-cycles if and only if both k and m are odd. In case k = 3, it
is easy to solve the problem for m = 3, Mahmoodian and Mirzakhani [6] intro-
duced some necessary conditions form = 5 and showed that these conditions are
sufficient for some cases. In the following theoremMahmoodian andMirzakhani
have shown the necessary conditions for decomposing Kr,s,t into 5-cycles.
Theorem A [6]. Suppose r ≤ s ≤ t and Kr,s,t can be decomposed into 5-cycles. Then
the following conditions must hold:
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1. r, s, and t have the same parity,
2. 5|rs+ rt+ st,
3. t ≤ 4rs/(r + s).
Conjecture 1 [6]. The necessary conditions in Theorem A are also sufficient.
Mahmoodian and Mirzakhani [6] also showed that if two parts of a complete
tripartite graph have an equal number of vertices, say Kr,r,s, then the above con-
ditions are also sufficient, except only for the case when r is a multiple of 5 but s
is not. Cavenagh and Billington [4] extended this result to when two parts have
equal size or r and s are both multiples of 10. They also showed in [2] that when
r, s and t are all odd and r ≤ s ≤ t ≤ κr, where κ ≈ 1.0806, then the conjectured
necessary conditions for decomposing are sufficient. In [1] this result is further
improved to the cases where κ ≈ 53 . Cavenagh [3] also showed that if each part
of a graph has an even size, then the necesserly conditions of Theorem A are suf-
ficient. We show that the conjecture is true for Kr,s,t when r, s, and t are multiples
of 5, where t+ 90 ≤ 4rsr+s and t 6= s+ 10.
1.1 Latin representation and Trades
A method for decomposing a complete tripartite graph into 5-cycles was devel-
oped in [4] which in fact extends the idea of the latin square. Latin representation
of a complete tripartite graph Kr,s,t with parts R, S, and T (respectively), say L, is
a latin rectangle L′ of order s× r based on t elements together with a set of t− r
entries at the end of each row of L′, and a set of t− s entries at the end of each
column of L′.
i
j
R
S
T
ri
sj
tk
t-r
r
s
t-s
k
Figure 1: Each entry of the latin rectangle L′ represents a triangle
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Each entry of the s× r latin rectangle L′ represents a triangle in Kr,s,t, see Figure
1. Each entry such as k in the i-th column and j-th row of the (t− s)× r rectangle
at the end of first r columns represents the edge between parts R and T, and each
entry such as k in the i-th column and j-th row of the s× (t− r) entry at the end
of the s first rows represents the edge between parts S and T.
In this paper, the cells of a latin representation are filled as a back circulant latin
square of size s, with entries from 1 to s; and with entries s+ 1 to t in increasing
order at the end of all rows and first r columns. In the figure the notation of some
entries have indices which will be explained later.
1 21A 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 131A 141A 15 16
21A 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 131A 141A 15 16
3 41B 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 131B 141B 15 16
41B 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 13 14 15 16
51C 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 131C 141C 15 16
61C 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 131C 141C 15 16
7 81E 91E 101E 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 13 14 15 16
8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 13 14 15 16
9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 13 14 15 16
10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 13 14 15 16
11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 13 14 15 16
12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 16
131B 131E 13 131E 13 13
141B 141E 141E 14 14 14
15 15 151E 151E 15 15
16 16 16 16 16 16
Figure 2: A latin representation of K6,12,16 and four trades in it
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ia
lb
1c
2c
3c
kb
ja
ia
lb
1c
2c
3c
kb
ja
Figure 3: An illustration of a trade 1B
Definition 1 Let M be a latin representation of the complete tripartite graph Kr,s,t. A
trade is a set of entries in M, corresponding to a set of triangles and edges in Kr,s,t which
can be decomposed into 5-cycles, see Table 1. In the figure indices a, b, and c represent
the parts R, S, and T respectively, which the vertex belongs to.
Two groups of trades were introduced in [4]. The first group made by some
triangles and single edges but the second group made only by triangles. Some of
the trades that we need are shown in Table 1.
Figure 2 and 3 show respectively the latin representation of K6,12,16, and how a
trade of type 1B can be decomposed into 5-cycles. In this paper, we use these
trades for decomposing complete tripartite graphs into 5-cycles.
2 Transforming the problem
In the next section, we prove that existence of a decomposition of Kr,s,t into tri-
angles and 5-cycles implies that K5r,5s,5t can be decomposed into 5-cycles. For
proving this statement, we state some related definitions and lemmas.
Definition 2 Assume G(V, E) is a simple graph. We define a k-blowup operation on G
as replacing each vertex of G with k vertices and drawing an edge between two vertices
in the new graph if and only if their corresponding vertices in G are adjacent. We denote
the resulting graph as Bk(G) .
Lemma 1 B5(C3) and B5(C5) can be decomposed into 5-cycles.
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Trade Entries used in latin Exchange of edges in complete
type representation tripartite graphs with 5-cycles
1A j
i
k l
1
1 2 3
2 3 (ia, lb, 1c), (ja, kb, 1c), (ia, 2c, ja, 3c)
⇐⇒ (ia, lb, 1c, ja, 2c), (ia, 1c, kb, ja, 3c)
1B
j
i
k l
1
1
2 3
2
3
(ia, lb, 1c), (ja, kb, 1c), (ia, 2c, kb, 3c)
⇐⇒ (ia, lb, 1c, kb, 2c), (ia, 1c, ja, kb, 3c)
1C j
i
k
1
2 3 4
3 4 (ia, kb, 1c), (ja, kb, 2c), (ia, 3c, ja, 4c)
⇐⇒ (ia, kb, 2c, ja, 3c), (ia, 1c, kb, ja, 4c)
1E
j k l
i 1 2 3
4 5 6
5 6 4
(ia, jb, 1c), (ia, kb, 2c), (ia, lb, 3c), (jb, 4c, lb, 6c, kb, 5c)
⇐⇒ (ia, 1c, jb, 4c, lb), (ia, 2c, kb, 5c, jb), (ia, 3c, lb, 6c, kb)
Table 1: Some trades of the first type
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Proof. B5(C3) is equivalent to K5,5,5. By [6], we know that K5,5,5 can be decom-
posed into 5-cycles. In order to decompose B5(C5), assume Ai = {ai,1, ai,2, ..., ai,5}
be a set of vertices corresponding to vertex i of C5 after 5-blowup operation. With
the following base cycles, we can decompose B5(C5):
(a1,1+i , a2,1+i, a3,1+i, a4,1+i, a5,1+i)
(a1,1+i , a2,2+i, a3,3+i, a4,4+i, a5,5+i)
(a1,1+i , a2,3+i, a3,5+i, a4,2+i, a5,4+i)
(a1,1+i , a2,4+i, a3,2+i, a4,5+i, a5,3+i)
(a1,1+i , a2,5+i, a3,4+i, a4,3+i, a5,2+i)
by considering i = 0, ..., 4 and assuming the calculations in mod 5, a decomposi-
tion of B5(C5) will be obtained.
Proposition 1 If all three necessary conditions suggested in Theorem A hold for K5r,5s,5t,
then the first and the third conditions also hold for Kr,s,t.
The proof of the following lemma can be obtained by some simple calculations.
Lemma 2 The existence of decomposition of Kr,s,t into triangles and 5-cycles, implies
that K5r,5s,5t can be decomposed into 5-cycles.
Proof. We know that K5r,5s,5t is equivalent to B5(Kr,s,t). The existence of decom-
position of K5r,5s,5t into 5-cycles is deduced from Lemma 1 and a decomposition
of Kr,s,t into triangles and 5-cycles.
3 Preliminaries
Asmentioned in the previous section, in order to decompose K5r,5s,5t into 5-cycles,
it is enough to show that if three mentioned conditions are satisfied for a complete
tripartite graph K5r,5s,5t, then we can decompose Kr,s,t into triangles and 5-cycles.
In [3] Cavenagh proved the main conjecture where the parameters r, s, and t
are all even. Therefore, in this section, we just consider the case where all parts
of the graph have an odd size. Additionally, based on Proposition 1, we know
that if all the three necessary conditions were held for K5r,5s,5t, then the first and
the third conditions hold for Kr,s,t. For any two integers x and y, with a slight
abuse of notation, we use the expression x (mod y) to refer to the integer a that
satisfies the congruence relation x ≡ a(mod y) as well as an implicit relation
0 ≤ a ≤ y− 1.
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Definition 3 In a latin representation of G An even cell is a cell with an even entry, and
an odd cell is a cell with an odd entry.
We will show that a graph Kr,s,t satisfying the given conditions, can be decom-
posed into 3 and 5 cycles. To do so, we partition the latin representation of Kr,s,t
into four parts A, B, C, and D as follows:
1. Part A: All cells (i, j), where 1 ≤ i ≤ s and 1 ≤ j ≤ r.
2. Part B: All cells (i, j), where 1 ≤ i ≤ s and r+ 1 ≤ j ≤ s.
• Part B1: Union of the even cells in (r + 1)th column, the odd cells in
(s− 1)th column, cells in (s)th column and all cells with entry s in part
B.
• Part B2: B \ B1
3. Part C: All cells (i, j), where 1 ≤ i ≤ s and s+ 1 ≤ j ≤ t.
• Part C1: All cells in columns (s+ 1) through (t− 4).
• Part C2: C \ C1
4. Part D: All cells (i, j), where s+ 1 ≤ i ≤ t and 1 ≤ j ≤ r.
• Part D1: All cells in rows (s+ 1) through (t− 4).
• Part D2: D \ D1
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1 2
2 3
r-1 r
r r+1
r+1 r+2
r+2 r+3
s-1 s
s 1
s+1 s+2
s+1 s+2
t-1 t
t-1 t
s+1 s+2
s+1 s+2
t-1 t
t-1 t
r-1 r
r r+1
s-3 s-2
s-2 s-1
s-1 s
s 1
r-3 r-2
r-2 r-1
s+1 s+1
s+2 s+2
s+1 s+1
s+2 s+2
t-1 t-1
t t
t-1 t-1
t t
A B C
Dt-s
s
r s-r t-s
Figure 4: Different parts and entries in latin Representation
Now, if we cover some cells of part A and all cells in parts B, C, and D by non-
overlapped trades, then uncovered cells of part A (if any) are triangles them-
selves, and we have a decomposition of Kr,s,t into 5-cycles and triangles.
Definition 4 In a latin representation of G a k-cell is a cell with entry k.
Definition 5 The k−diagonal is the set of all cells with entry k in part A.
Aswewill see in the next sections, we have to define an ordering on the k−diagonals
that is not the same as the numbers in the Latin representation. To do so, we as-
sign labels to k−diagonals by introducing the bijective function L : {1, . . . , s} →
{1, . . . , s}, where L(i) is the label associated with the i−diagonal. Since L is a
bijective function, L−1(i) is unique, which represents the entry of each cell in the
diagonal with label i. For the sake of simplicity, we define L−1. L can be uniquely
determined by inverting L−1. Note that all the operations are computed modulo
s.
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L−1(i) =


r+ 2 i = 1
L−1(i − 1) + r− 3 L−1(i− 1) + r− 3 /∈ {L−1(1), . . . , L−1(i− 1)}
L−1(i − 1) + r− 5 otherwise
Lemma 3 All the diagonals will be labeled by running the above procedure.
Proof. Let d = gcd(r − 3, s). Divide diagonals into d groups such that diagonal i
is a member of group i (mod d)(1 ≤ i ≤ s); therefore, size of each group is equal
to sd . On the grounds that gcd(
r−3
d ,
s
d) = 1, when we visit the first diagonal in
an arbitrary group, in the next sd − 1 steps we visit all the diagonals in the same
group and then we go back to the first visited diagonal of the group. Hence,
if we label one diagonal of a group, all members of that group will be labeled.
Additionally, since gcd(d, 2) = 1, it can be proved similarly that all the diagonals
will be labeled.
Lemma 4 For each triple (r, s, t) where r ≤ s ≤ t and t+ 18 ≤ 4rsr+s , we have 18 ≤ r, s.
Proof.
t+ 18 ≤
4rs
r+ s
≤ r+ s
Where the last inequality is the AM-GM inequality for the numbers r and s.
⇒ 18 ≤ r, s
Remark 1 In the next sections, all the calculations about rows’ number are calculated
in Ns except when we talk about part D.
In the next sections, we use the above definitions and lemmas in order to refer to
different parts of the latin representation and specific cells of it.
4 Partial-trades
In this section, we cover parts B, C, and D by partial-trades, and in the next sec-
tion we will expand them to trades in the direction of proving the main theorem.
Definition 6 A partial-trade is a group of cells in a latin representation that can be
expanded to a trade together with some cells in part A.
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4.1 Covering B1 by partial-trades
In order to cover B1 by partial-trades, we pair them up with some cells from part
C2 to form partial trades. For each odd number i (1 ≤ i ≤ s− 1), we take the two
cells with entry i in B1 and the (t− 2)-cells in their corresponding rows to form a
partial-trade of type 1A. All the odd cells of B1 are in the different rows, so there
is no intersection between these partial-trades.
On the contrary, it is possible that we have two cells with different even entry
at the same row in part B1. As such, we separate the even cells in part B1 into
two groups where in each part there is no two different cells even entry in the
same row. In the first group, For each even number i (1 ≤ i ≤ s) satisfying
1 ≤ i ≤ r + 1 or 2r + 4 ≤ i ≤ s, we consider two cells in B1 with entry i and the
t-cells in their rows as a partial-trade. In the second group, for each even number
satisfying r+ 3 ≤ i ≤ min{2r + 3, s} we consider two cells in B1 with entry i and
(t− 1)-cells in corresponding rows as a partial-trade of type 1C.
Finally, in order to cover s-cells of B1, for each i (1 ≤ i ≤
s−r
2 ), we create a
partial-trade of type 1A by considering s-cells of B1 in rows 2i − 1 and 2i, and
(t − 3)-cells of column t − 3 in rows 2i − 1 and 2i. Since s − r is even, all the
s-cells of B1 will be covered.
As we have decomposed the part B1 into smaller sets and then covered each of
them with partial trades, we can conclude that there is no intersection between
the mentioned partial trades in part B1. Moreover, we have used cells from dif-
ferent columns of part C2 to pair up with cells from different subsets of part B1-
i.e., (t− 2)-cells for the set of odd sells in B1, t-cells and (t− 1)-cells for the two
group of even cells in B1, and (t− 3)-cells the set of s-cells in B1. As such, we can
conclude that there is also no intersection between the mentioned partial trades
in part C2.
4.2 Covering B2 by partial-trades
In order to cover B2 by partial-trades, for each odd i (1 ≤ i ≤ s− 1), consider all
cells with entry i and i + 1 in part B2. These cells are in consecutive rows from
i + 3 to (s − r) + i. As such, for each (2 ≤ j ≤ s−r2 ) we create a partial-trade of
type 1A with cells of rows i+ 2j− 1 and i+ 2j.
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s-r
s
i+1
i+2
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i+1
i+1
i+1
i+1
i+1
i+1
i+1
i+1
Figure 5: Covering the B2 cells with partial-trades
As the part B is the union of two parts B1 and B2, we have covered all the cells
in part B by partial-trades of type 1A and 1C up to this point.
4.3 Covering C2 and D2 by partial-trades
In this section, we try to cover the rest of the cells in the four columns t− 3 to t
by partial trades. According to the current placements of partial-trades, it can be
concluded that for each row in the latin representation zero or two cells of part
C2 are not covered. Consider f (i, j) as the number of rows with uncovered cells
in columns i and j where t− 3 ≤ i < j ≤ t. Doing some simple calculation, the
value of f can be computed as follows:
1. s < 2r+ 4:
f (t− 3, t− 1) = 2r+ 2− s+ s−r−22 , f (t− 3, t) =
s−r−2
2
f (t− 2, t− 1) = 1, f (t− 1, t) = s−r2
2. s ≥ 2r+ 4:
f (t− 3, t− 1) = 2r+3−(s−r)−12 + s− (2r + 3), f (t− 3, t) =
2r+4−(s−r)
2
f (t− 2, t− 1) = 1, f (t− 1, t) = s−r2
Moreover, The value of the function f for all other combinations of the last 4
columns that were not mentioned in the above equation equals 0.
If s−r−22 is an odd number, the parity of f (t − 3, t− 1), f (t − 3, t), f (t − 2, t− 1)
and f (t− 1, t) are even, odd, odd and even, respectively. If, however, s−r−22 is an
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even number, the parity of f (t− 3, t− 1), f (t− 3, t), f (t− 2, t− 1) and f (t− 1, t)
are odd, even, odd and odd, respectively.
tt-1t-2t-3
Figure 6: The position of covered cells where s−r−22 is even
Now, we classify the rows with two uncovered cells in part C2 based on the
columns that include the two uncovered cells. The cardinality of each class of
rows has been specified by the function f . Please recall when we identified
partial-trades for part B1, we used some of the cells in part C2. Now we cover
all the uncovered cells from part C2 by partial-trades. For this purpose, we use
cells of part D2. Consider the problem in the following cases:
I) s 6= r+ 2:
Define l
i,j
k as the k-th row with uncovered cells in columns i and j. If
(s−r−2)
2
is odd, we consider two partial-trades of type 1B as follows:
pt1 = {(l
t−2,t−1
1 , t− 2), (l
t−2,t−1
1 , t− 1), (t− 2, 1), (t− 1, 1)}
pt2 = {(l
t−3,t
1 , t− 3), (l
t−3,t
1 , t), (t− 3, 1), (t, 1)}
If
(s−r−2)
2 is even, we take another partial-trade of type 1E. The new partial-
trade is:
pt3 = {(l
t−3,t−1
1 , t− 3), (l
t−3,t−1
1 , t− 1),
(lt−3,t2 , t− 3), (l
t−3,t
2 , t), (l
t−1,t
1 , t− 1), (l
t−1,t
1 , t)}
II) s = r+ 2:
In this case, we can use (t− 1)-cells instead of (t)-cells in their correspond-
ing partial-trades in rows 3 and 4 of part C2. Then, we use the same method
as the case when s 6= r+ 2.
It is evident that after doing the above operations, the value of f is even for all
pair of 4 columns in C2. Now start from row 1 and pair each row with two un-
covered cells with the next row with uncovered cells in the same columns as a
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partial-trade of type 1A. We can observe that any two paired rows have distance
at most 2.
To cover part D2 by partial-trades, For each i(1 ≤ i ≤ r), we know that either
both or none of the two cells (i, t − 3) and (i, t) were covered by partial-trades.
The same applies to the rows t− 2 and t− 1. Hence, we can easily partition the
remaining cells of these paired rows by partial-trades of type 1A.
4.4 Covering C1 and D1 by partial-trades
Up to this point, all cells have been covered by partial trades except for the cells
in parts C1 and D1. Define l = (t− 4)− (s+ 1) + 1. As l is even, we can pair row
s+ 1 with row s+ 2, row s+ 3 with row s+ 4, ..., and row t− 5 with row t− 4.
Columns can be paired following the same procedure; i.e., column s + 1 with
column s+ 2, column s+ 3 with column s+ 4, ..., and column t− 5 with column
t− 4. Now, for each pair of matched rows and matched columns with the same
set of values in their cells, we use one 1B partial-trade - the exact placement of
this partial-trade will be specified later in section 5.3. Until now, in each pair of
matched-columns there is exactly one row which their intersection used the 1B
partial-trade. In C1, by considering the partial-trade 1B in each matched columns,
s− 1 uncovered cells remains. If we consider the row of partial-trade 1B as x, we
can match row x + 1 with row x + 2, row x + 3 with row x + 4, ..., and row
x+ s− 2 with row x+ s− 1; therefore, each pair of rows form a 1A partial-trade.
We use the same method to cover the cells of part D1.
5 Expanding to trades
In this section, we expand the considered partial-trades to trades. First, we state
some definitions and lemmas.
Definition 7 A dual cell is a pair of cells in a diagonal in two consecutive rows of part
A. We use the notation DCv,i to denote the dual cell consisting of cells in the diagonal v
and rows i and i+ 1.
Definition 8 The relation ‘≤’ on dual cells is as follows:
DCv,i ≤ DCv′,i′ ⇐⇒ L(v) < L(v
′) ∨ (v = v′ ∧ (v− i) ≥ (v′ − i′) (mod s))
This relation also defines a relationwith which the set of dual cells will be a totally
ordered set.
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Definition 9 A dual cell DCv,i is odd if i is odd and it is even if i is even.
Figure 7: Examples of consecutive dual cells
In the previous steps, all cells in parts B, C, and D were covered by partial-
trades. In this step, we provide a method to expand them to trades. At first we
expand partial-trades of parts B1, C2, andD2. After that, we expand partial-trades
of part B2. Finally, we expand partial-trades of parts C1 and D1.
Lemma 5 There exists a number x such that both diagonals with entries x and x+ r+ 1
(mod s) have labels less than s− 2.
Proof. Consider all pairs (i, i + r + 1 (mod s)) with 1 ≤ i ≤ s. First note that
there are at most 6 pairs {i, i + r + 1 (mod s)} with either i or i + r + 1 being
greater than or equal to s − 2; i.e., being s, s − 1, or s − 2. Moreover, according
to Lemma 4 we have s ≥ 18, so by the pigeonhole theorem there is at least one x
that satisfies the lemma.
5.1 Expanding the partial trades for part B1 and C1 to trades
In order to avoid cluttering, all the numbers in this paragraph are modulo s. Con-
sider an integer x that satisfies the condition lemma 5. In order to expand partial-
trades of parts B1 and C2, we consider the diagonals x+ r + 1 and x simultane-
ously. Then, for expanding partial-trades consisting of even cells in B1, we ex-
pand partial-trades consisting of 2-cells with the first cells of diagonals x+ r+ 1
and x. In general we expand partial-trades consisting of 2i-cells with (2i − 1)th
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cells of diagonals x+ r+ 1 and x. Note that if we reach the cells in column 2 of the
diagonals, before using these cells, we consider their next diagonal, according to
the label ordering, and without using the two first columns of A, we continue the
procedure of expanding partial-trades by first cells of these two new diagonals.
In section 4, We have used two partial-trades of type 1B and at most one partial-
trade of type 1E, to change the parity of all the values of f . To expand partial-
trade 1Ewe use the second column of part A, and to expand partial-trades 1Bwe
use the first and second column of part A. Given that, expanded cells from part
A are uniquely determined and it is easy to check that all the obtained trades do
not overlap.
Lemma 6 In the above procedure, there is no repeated diagonal.
Proof. First note that as it was mentioned in the labeling procedure, the distance
between consecutive diagonals is either r− 5 or r− 3. Without loss of generality,
we can assume that the repeated diagonal is either x or x + r + 1; i.e., we start
from one of the diagonals with label x or x+ r + 1, we keep moving to the next
diagonal, based on the label ordering, until we reach the other diagonal. We
define y1 and y2 as the number of pairs of consecutive diagonals with distance r−
5 and r − 3 in the mentioned process, respectively. First, note that the diagonals
used in the process of reaching from a diagonal x or x+ r+ 1 to the other one do
not cover the entire rows of the table and so y1 = 0 and y2(r − 3) < s. Therefore,
this is sufficient for us to consider the two following cases to conclude the proof.
• From x to x + r + 1: in this case, y2(r − 3) = s − r − 1 (mod s). We can
conclude y2(r − 3) < s and y2(r − 3) = s− r − 1 (mod s) that y2(r − 3) =
s− r− 1, but the two sides of equation have different parity.
• From r + 2 to 1: in this case, y2(r − 3) = r + 1 (mod s). According to
Lemma 4, r > 5, so the above equation is not possible.
For expanding partial-trades consisting odd cells of part B1 except s-cells, we
consider first unused even dual cell, DCv,i, and expand the partial-trade in row
i and i + 1 that includes odd cells in part B1. We do the same for next dual cells
and continue until all of these partial-trades are expanded.
Now, we expand the partial-trades that include s-cells in B1. To expand these
partial-trades, we start from the first unused odd dual cell, DCv,i. Expand the
partial-trade consisting s-cells in rows i and i + 1 (mod s) (if exist) and go to
next dual cell in part A until we reach the last row. Then, from next 2 dual cells
that are in rows (s,1) and rows (2,3), we skip the cell in part A in the row s. Now,
consider the cells in the first and the second rows as a dual cell and then consider
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s-cells in the same row of this dual cell as a trade and go to next dual cell and
identify trades until all s-cells in part B1 are covered with trades.
We know that rows of partial-trades of this part have distance at most 2. Now,
according to the procedure of expansion of partial-trades of part B1, there are
some unused cells in diagonals of part A. We expand partial-trades of part C2
whose rows have distance 2 using the cells in part A. For expanding partial-
trades of part C1 whose rows have distance 1, we can start from the first unused
dual cell and keep moving to the next dual cell until we cover all those partial-
trades. Note that it may happen that some cells will be unused in this procedure,
and as we have mentioned earlier that in each row of part C2 there are 0 or 2
cells which are not covered by partial-trades of part B1. As such, in this part of
algorithm, we are passing through at most s cells except cells in 3 first diagonals
to cover each row of the table.
According to cases for s mentioned in section 4.3 and identified partial-trades,
all the partial-trades that has an intersection with the part B1 are expanded to
trades by the above procedure.
5.2 Expanding the partial trades for part B2 to trades
For expanding partial-trades of part B2, we partition partial-trades into two groups:
1. partial-trades with odd top row:
Consider a = s−r−22 , then the number of partial-trades in rows 2k− 1 and
2k where (1 ≤ k ≤ s−12 ) is equal to max{0, a− k+ 1}.
2. partial-trades with even top row:
Consider a = s−r−22 , then the number of partial-trades in rows 2k and 2k+ 1
where (1 ≤ k ≤ s−12 ) is equal to min{k− 1, a}.
Notice that the union of DCv,i with partial-trades of type 1A whose cells are in
rows i and i + 1, form a trade of type 1A. Given that, the following paragraph
shows the procedure of expanding partial-trades of B2.
Define ψ(x, i), where x is a dual cell DCv,r and i is a non-negative integer, as a
function returning the smallest unused dual cell which is greater than or equal to
x and it has a form DC.,r+i (mod s). Note that ψ is not a predetermined function
and its value depends on the current usage of dual cells.
Let T be a sequence of dual cells with length a(r+ 1)where T(1) is the minimum
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unused dual cell whose cells are in rows 1 and 2 and for T(i) (1 < i ≤ a(r + 1)):
Ti = ψ(T1, 2(i− 1) + ⌊
(i+ ( s−32 − a− 1)
r
⌋)
With a simple calculation we can find out that the marked dual cells identified by
the above procedure, are sufficient to expand all the partial-trades.
5.3 Expanding the partial trades for part C1, D1, and D2 to trades
Asmentioned in section 4.4, we partition part C1 into
t−s−4
2 column groups where
the (i)th group (1 ≤ i ≤ t−s−42 ) includes all the cells with entry s+ 2i− 1 and s+
2i. We apply the same grouping method to D1 so we get
t−s−4
2 row groups. Then,
we choose the first diagonal according to labels in part Awhose cells are not used
and partition it into t−s−42 dual cells such that dual cell 1 ≤ i ≤
t−s−4
2 consists
2i − 1th and 2ith cells from the top of the diagonal. For each i, we consider two
cells from part C1 from the ith column group and two cells from part D1 from
the ith row group such that the union of the four cells and the ith dual cell in the
mentioned partition form a trade of type 1B. Trivially, each of these partial-trade
groups in part D1 can be expanded only by one diagonal in part A.
For part C1 we start from first unused dual cell in part A whose union with
one partial-trade of column group 1 in part C1 forms a trade. In an iterative
procedure, We identify the next trades by considering the union of the next dual
cell and the corresponding partial-trade in part C1 until we reach the dual cell
whose first cell is in the same row with the first matched pair. Then, we consider
second and third cells of the union of the next two dual cells as a dual cell and
expand the corresponding partial trade to trade in part C1. Then, we continue the
procedure of identifying trades as before until we can cover all cells in column
group 1 in C1. We do the same for other column groups until we cover all cells in
part C1.
In order to expand subtrades of part D2, we can easily verify that with each 2
diagonals in part A we can expand subtrades of part D2 to trades of type 1C.
6 Main Result
Now we explore the sufficient conditions under which the proposed decompo-
sition algorithm will terminate. For this purpose, we count the number of un-
covered cells in part A. This is simpler if the process of algorithm is divided into
small steps as follows. Steps are listed in the order of their execution:
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1. First note that the number of cells in 3 first columns and two last columns
of part A are 5s, so from now we do not count them twice. Please note
that throughout the algorithm description we avoid using the cells in those
mentioned columns, so we can use them for specific purposes.
2. Even cells of B1: For each diagonal of part A used in this step half of their
cells are used in expanding partial-trades. Moreover, we use two sequence
of consecutive diagonals each sequence crosses one row at most once, since
we just have two partial trades for even cells of part B1 in each row. For
each sequence of consecutive diagonals, we have at most s−12 unused cells,
totaling s− 1 number of unused cells.
Also, the first cell in these two consecutive diagonals is the first cell of di-
agonals in part A. As such, when we encounter them in the process of
expanding partial-trades to trades, we have to ignore at most r − 3 cells to
the next unused diagonal. Please note we might ignore a fewer number of
cells; for example, when we are covering parts D1, we ignore at most 2 cells
to reach the first unused dual cell.
3. Odd cells of B1: At the beginning of this step, we ignore at most one cell in
order to reach the smallest unused even dual cell. Throughout expanding
partial trades covering s cells of part B1, at most r cells are ignored to reach
the next unused dual cell at the same pair of rows of these partial trades.
4. C2: From Section 4.3 it can be concluded that in each row of the latin rep-
resentation, zero or two cells of part C2 remain uncovered. All the partial-
trades in this part were expanded by trades of type 1A. Moreover, we re-
quire less than s cells to cover all partial-trades of part C2, since there are
at most 1 partial-trade for each row of part C2. As such, We ignore at most
s cells, because there are rows in part C2 whose partial trades have been
covered in the procedure of covering partial-trades of part B1.
5. B2: At the beginning of this step, we keep moving to the next dual cell until
we reach the smallest unused dual cell in the first two rows of the table, so
we ignore at most s cells to start this step. Moreover, we ignore one cell
whenever we pass through all rows of the table. As such, at most s− r cells
are ignored after this step initiated. Hence, at most 2s− r cells in total was
ignored in this step.
6. C1: At the beginning of this step, we keep moving to next dual cell until we
reach the first unused diagonal. Hence, we ignore at most r cells to reach
the next diagonal. However, there are at most five diagonals whose cells
in two first columns of part A are used before. As such, we ignore at most
r+ 5r = 6r cells to initiate this step. During the step, at most s−r2 cells were
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ignored whilst we formed the type 1B trades in parts C1 and D1. Hence, at
most s+11r2 cells overall was ignored in this step.
7. D1 and D2: At the beginning of this step, we keep moving to the next dual
cell until we reach the first unused diagonal. As a result, we ignore at most
r cells to initiate this step.
Now we compute the number of ignored cells counted in the 7 steps above:
5s+ (s+ 1+ r− 3) + (1+ r) + s+ (2s− r) +
s+ 11r
2
+ r
≤ 9.5s+ 7.5r− 2 ≤ 9(s+ r)
For each trade, number of cells used outside of part A are twice the number of
cells used in that trade inside part A. In order for the algorithm to have enough
cells to cover all cells in parts B,C, and D, the number of cells outside of part
A should be at most twice the number of cells inside part A excluding the cells
ignored throughout the algorithm:
s(t− r) + r(t− s) ≤ 2(rs− 9(r+ s)) ⇒
Which can be rewritten as:
t(r + s) ≤ 4rs− 18(r+ s) ⇒ t+ 18 ≤
4rs
r+ s
According to the above inequality, the sufficient condition for validity of our al-
gorithm is stronger than the necessary conditions for the problem only by a con-
stant number, 18, and condition t 6= s + 2. The following Remark summarizes
our results.
Remark 2 There exists a decomposition of K5r,5s,5t into 5-cycles if the following condi-
tions hold:
• t+ 18 ≤ 4rsr+s
• t 6= s+ 2
• r, s and t have the same parity.
We use our method for decomposing K15,17,21 into 5-cycles and triangles in ap-
pendix 7.
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7 Conclusions and Open Problems
We proposed a method to solve one of the remaining cases of Mahmoodian and
Mirzakhani [6] conjecture. This case was stated in Theorem 2, although there ex-
ists a constant gap in the inequality introduced by our method and the inequality
of the conjecture. The remaining case to prove this conjecture is when all parts
have odd sizes and at least one of them is not a multiple of 5.
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*23 *17 *30 *8 *34 *8 *17 *17 *24 *24 *8
*24 *41 *17 *30 *9 *35 *17 *9 *17 *9 *41 *41
*25 *31 *9 *35 *1 *9 *1 *25 *9 *1 *25
*25 *41 *31 *10 *36 *1 *1 *10 *41 *10 *1 *41
*41 *32 *10 *36 *2 *10 *2 *41 *10 *41 *2
*32 *11 *37 *2 *18 *2 *11 *18 *11 *18 *2
*33 *11 *37 *3 *18 *11 *3 *18 *11 *18 *3
*33 *12 *38 *3 *19 *3 *12 *19 *12 *19 *3
*12 *38 *4 *19 *12 *4 *19 *12 *19 *4
*39 *4 *20 *13 *4 *13 *20 *13 *20 *4
*39 *5 *20 *13 *13 *5 *20 *13 *20 *5
*40 *5 *21 *14 *27 *5 *14 *21 *14 *21 *5
*40 *6 *21 *14 *27 *14 *6 *21 *13 *21 *6
*6 *22 *15 *28 *6 *15 *22 *15 *22 *6
*7 *22 *15 *28 *15 *7 *22 *15 *22 *7
*7 *23 *16 *29 *7 *16 *23 *16 *23 *7
*23 *16 *29 *8 *34 *16 *8 *23 *16 *23 *8
*25 *33 *33 *32 *32 *31 *31 *30 *30 *29 *29 *28 *28 *27 *27
*24 *40 *40 *39 *39 *38 *38 *37 *37 *36 *36 *35 *35 *34 *34
*24 *40 *40 *39 *39 *38 *38 *37 *37 *36 *36 *35 *35 *34 *34
*25 *33 *33 *32 *32 *31 *31 *30 *30 *29 *29 *28 *28 *27 *27
B1 even cells: *No.
B1 odd cells: *No.
B1 s-cells: *No.
C2: *No.
D2 part1: *No.
D2 part2: *No.
Figure 8: A latin representation of K15,17,21, which is obtained from our method,
and the trades in it.
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